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GAMBIER, SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1840.

Whole Number 474.

O S I G I N A L i; A T T S E .

This design of his royal and pious father, ed in music. 1 would refer him, in reply, to
Solomon fulfilled in every particular; and in the ancient Jewish service; (and he expresses
PAROCHIAL MUSIC.
building the house of the J .Old, he “made (2 himself attached to tunes and styles which were
No apology is necessary for the communica
Chron. ix-11) of the algum wood, terraers to “dear to our fathers and their fathers before
tion I am about to make; “Frater” has been
the house of the Lord, and psalteries, for sing-, them”) and I would ask if it can bo for a mo
allowed to declare his views on the subject be
ms; and there was none meh before seen in ment doubted, that every heart in that assemfore us, and a brother in tho same family may
the land of Judah.” The first service of these hied multitude at the dedication of the temple
be permitted the enjoyment of the same priv
singers, was when the ark of the covenant was went up in overflowing praise, with the chorus
ilege. The improvement of the music of our
brought into its holy place, at the consecration I of thanksgiving, which was uttered, only by
churches, is, to the writer of this article, an objectofthe sincerest desire and most constant of the ,e,nl’le» on which evasion, when the those who were skilful and appointed for the
1 J priests who bore it hud deposited the ark in its purpose? The testimony of David himself
exertion. Though not a teacher of music, an
_ I place “it came to pass (II Chron. v-11) (the Le- would be that “the full voice of the congrcexperience of more than ten years in the infr
vites which were the siuger«, being arrayed in gation” would have failed to produce the
ingement and practice of choir singing in differ-,
•ctft parts of the country, aud an unremitted at- whi,e ,incn’ havin3 vymbate and psalteries and eject on the hearts of the worshippers, that
*
1harps, standing
- ’•
* east- end’ of the altar,
- l.__ I----------J-------- J
* _J
L..l>
'T'L__________
•
at tho
was produced.
And why?
The answer
is
ietttion to the subject, have enabler! me to arrive at conclusions which though material ! and
them an hundred und twenty priests,; pertinent to the subject under discussion; “the
lyVdifferingnfrotn°fhoZ "deduced1 by “Tratcr ” ; soun(ling with trumpets)-** the trumpetsand full voice of the congregation;” of any congre-

singers were as one, to make one sound to be gation, unless it should be one specially and
■and though quite as likely to be incorrect, arc
. heard in praising anil thanking the Lord, and carefully instructed by a master like Reman,
entitled at least to consideration and examina
when they lifted up their voice with the trump-i could not “make one sound to be heard in
tion. The authority for choir-singing is as i
jets and cymbals, and instrr.ments of music, and J praise.” There would Ixj a multitude of sounds.
ancient and exalted as temple worship itself; a "
fact reflected upon hut bv few. When David I l’raised lhc LorfL
he is good, for most usually harsh and dissonant. A congregabrought up the ark of the Lord from the house his /nercy endureth forever?” “It came to .tion composed as congregations usually arc.
of Obededom, (I Chron. xv.) he commanded pass ” says Hie sacred historian, “that then the i have no opportunity of practising together, and
“the chief of the Lcvitos to appoint their breth- i house wa3 f,Ued with a ekm-l,
the Slor-V ol' | 80 ^coming accustomed to one another’s peren to be the singers with instrumcr.ts of
,,ad fil,e<1 lU"
of God.” Here. culiar stylo of singing; they cannot without
sic” Ac; and they did so, and selected the most was c,loir
111
? and who can- such practice bo siur’itaneous,
ne” in tho
.
.
e
not imagine himself listening with thrilling i commencement of a verse or sentence, and in
sknlul vocal and instrumental performers;— i
»
e»
e
.
,,
r
.
, - .
i i
-z i
emotion to the swell of that grateful chorus, speaking the words and syllables; there will
“Reman, Ac., to sound with cymbals—Zeeha.p
• 1
u x
.tU
«.
, J with its soul-stirring sy mphonies and accompa-, be confusion and irregularity, lalsc tones and
riah, Ac., with psaltrics—Matthias Ac., to
ninicuts; “O praise God, for he is good, for his ■ false times; all or either of which is torture
excel—and Chenaniah for song; he instructed
mercy endureth forever” from a well instruct-, and distraction to any one of any musical disafiout the song, because he tras skilful''1
( ed choir of 400 skilful performers! This choir cernment. t may be wrong, but it is my con*
Now the advocates of general congregation
was a permanent one. for we read (II Chron. viction. that the heart will be more sarelv
al singing, will probably contend that this
xxix; 27-41,) that when during the reign of, moved by one sweet swell of pure harmony,
would have been much better managed, had the
Hczckiah, he had cleansed the house of God, I than by the “fullest voice” that an inharmoniwhole mass of the people been permitted to “do”
and renewed the neglected worship of the ous congregation was ever able to produce.—
the singing in a style of promiscuous irregular
temple, and for the first time for a long period, • “Fratcr” on this point has dealt a non sequitor
ity, in their own way; but the “sweet singer
offered a burnt offering upon the altar; “when which is too careless to escape detection. “The
in Israel,” the inspired psalmist, thought dif
j the burnt offering began, the song of the Lord object” lie says, “of responses is abandoned
ferently. Again, in the preparation for tin
. ,
,
. .....................
i began also, with the instruments ordained by i when the voice of the worshipper does not ioin
service ot the temple, we find linn still deter-' * ,
,
,
..
,.
.
.......
,
, .
,
,
,
,.
> David; and all ike congre^atum zoors/nppea ana , in them. r,qually so is the original object of
mined to have things done “decently ami in or^
• the singers sang"1 Ac., “and Hezcliiah command- singing to one another when the participation
der,” and according to his judgment, in the ed the Ixvi’cs (as appointed by David) to sing! is by proxy instead of the full voice of the coobest possible manner. After charging his son
. praise unto th«- Lord with the words of David.” ' gregation,” Ac. The conclusion here drawn
Solomon with various particulars to be obser
So ulso king Josiah kept the passover, (II from self-evident premises is a bad one. From
ved in the building of the Ix>rd, he gathers to
Chron. xxxv,) “the service was prepared, and • the same premises “Frater” should infer that
gether the princes of Israel, aud the Levites.
the priests stood iu their places, and the Le- the “original object” of a sermon is lost, when
and apportions them their several parts in the
vites in ther courses; and the singers were in |‘‘the full voice of the congregation” docs not
ceremonies of their ritual worship;-some were
their place, according to the command of Da-give it; or that a prayer to which there is no
to minister unto the Lord,—some to wait on
’ i vid.” Five hundred and fifty years after the! response but the fervent ejaculation amen! will
the priests—some to keep the charge of the
days of David, in the tiuic ofNehemiah, when loose its appropriateness, when the “participatabernacle Ac., and amoug the rest he selects
, . . , .
. .
, ,
*rc‘v' " he reformed the people, and they covenanted tion in it is bv proxy.” Re proves nothing.
«cho;r of choice musicians and places them uni
• •
. ,
,
,
,
c
•
,,
to retarn to the house of L»od, it was a matter I ne congregation participate in the prayer of
•!er the eare of an eminent master, Reman, to i „
. .
.
.
□
of spec ai agreement that “the priests should the minister who pronounces it, and respond at
lie taught to sing “with cymbals, psaltries, and
ministe . and the porters and the singers.”
the close but a word or two. The “participaharps, for the service of the house of God; and
Now the reflections <x:casioned in my mind l*on
be, and is in the heart of the sin(I Chron. xxv-7) “the number of them that j
were inltncud ’inlh7wDg»«r lhc bird" «™!b5'll,is cv!’"’ of 1 i,e ca,loros °r ,he "cienl “re''o,sl,;PPor> si™ulliln“u”'ill, ,hat *’rthe
all that werecuanlnf.aa, two hundred and I PTOPle
fa,orablo to choir singing.
. rnlei would cortmnly not cot.
“
Frater
” seems to think that n whole assembly end that the minister docs no. paiticipate in
eighty-eight;”—a noble choir, that I could wish
cannot be benefitted. when the singing of spir- ‘ ^ie response because “the full voice of the conthe opponents of this style of church singing j]
itual songs is engrossed by a fow who are skill-] gregation alone pronounces it.
could have listened to. onlv once.
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thing that would spread joy over our world.
Now 1 must believe that as the worshippers ! addressed only to the believer. V hy is care
What then, would be the effects of such a be
can participate in the^rayer and the sermon taken and taste, in conformity with the spir
lief
—or rather unbelief—were it spread over
though they be spoken by one person only, so it of the age, displayed in erecting and adorn
Society?
can they heartily participate in the singing, ing the bowse of worship? The prayer and
Without some religion, society cannot exist.
though performed by a choir capable oT doing ' praise of the Christian would be as cheerfully
“
We
know, and.it is our pride to know, (says
it, “with the spirit and with the understanding offered and as graciously heard in a barn, as in
Burke,)
that man is a religious animal.” All
also.'* A writer in one of our periodical^ des a temple completed with architectural taste.
nations
and
ages have confirmed this. Amidst
cribing a visit to some foreign eburch, says, ■ But would those who came for none of these
superstitions and idolatries innumerable,amidst
things
be
induced
to
hear
the
gospel
preached
after speaking of the sermon, “but how shall 1
the present errors, the most horrible perver
describe to you the influence made on my mind in a barn? Clearly tot; and for the same rea
sions of truth and most shocking delusions,
by a simple hymn sung by the sweetest and son the minister mutt be prepared for every
we find men, both learned and ignorant, pro
most hurmonious choir I recollect of hearing? good word and work—for the same reason, if
fess something which involved the being and
The subdued swell of the organ, mingling so there were none other, the singing should be perfections of a God—a providence—divine
solemnly with the richer tones of the human “skilful” and effective. Many are the persons
worship—propitiatory sacrifices, and a future
voice, must have soothed’ the most hardened drawn to the house of God by music; and ma
state. The dictates of nature conduct to these,
heart into an emotion of gratitude. Every ny are the cases of attachment to thechuich
but infidelity would lead us from them.
voice in the assembly was silent, but every through this powerful means, and good music
For any set of principles to be effective
heart was worshipping,” Why was every voice can best be given bv an efficient, well instruct
among men they must be stamped with the ut
silent? Because the heart of every listener ed choir.
In conclusion then, though I find I have left most degree of certainty. Need I ask if such
was making a silent responso to the hymn of
be the case with the principles of infidelity?
thanksgiving. Because every additional voice many points untouched, I would approve of
Herbert,
Bolingbroke, Hobbes, Ilume, Voltaire,
would have been- an interruption of an influ skilful, efficient, well practiced choir singing—
and
Rosseau
held opinions of the most con
ence that has often won a soul to God. It is no because it is the ‘’original” mode of conducting
flicting
nature.
We can find agreement among
objection to a tune that produces a proper reli this part of worship—because it is the most ef
them
in
one
thing
only, and that, a hatred of
gious effect, that it is a new one—though “Pra fective—because it is the surest way of having
all that is pure and lovely in the Bible. Now
the
words
and
syllables
properly
pronounced,
ter” considers it a “presumptive reason against
if these men, and great they certainly were,
one.” 1 cannot conceive of an objection that “with the spirit and with the understanding”—
could
work out systenis'eo contradictory, what
can be made to a tune on the ground of its bccauso it can be participated in by all without
are
we
to expect from the mass of their follow
newness, that cannot with equal propriety be annoyance to any—because a rubric of the
ers,
who
very energetically plead for the right
made to a sermon.—Congregations if they do the church (imperfectly qjoted by “I'rater”) leaves
of
the
free
use of reason, but at the same time
singing, must necessarily learn new tunes; the direction of tho siigingto the minister with
most
obediently
follow their leaders in every
for no congregation that I ever was conversant “the assistance of persons skilled in music”—
thing?
No,
—
infidelity
has it not in her pow
with, could endure fo’r any length of time, the • because it is the molt attractive—and lastly,
er to make any system sufficiently uniform and
because
there
is
no
good
authority
or
usage
continual weekly repetition of a few congrega-!
authoritative for the direction of men. The
tional tunes. They soon become wearied. I against it. I may take up the matter again.
immortal soul will make lofty soarings which
J. W. W.
know it will be said that people are glad to
must confour.d aU human creeds. The spirit
Columbus,
Jan.
I,
1840.
hear an old familiar tune whenever such a one 1
of man will make itself heard by interrogations
is sung by a choir. This is true in part; many *
! Oo
which the conflicting assertions and uncertain
aro doubtless) pleased: bill they forget, who 1
INFIDELITY ANI) ITS EFFECTS.
ties of infidelity, can never answer. And oh!
ilionee infer that there should be none but such
By many it is thought, that true indepen
tunes sung, that by the introduction of other dence can only be preserved by the ascenden to what a wretched condition would society be
tunes, a variety has boon produced and the ear cy of infidelity. They regard all the doctrines reduced, were the doubts of Ilume, the ribaldry
relieved. The monotonous repetition of a few of Christianity as so many restraints to en of Gibbon, the impure raving of Paine or even
old tunes from Sabbath to Sabbath, would soon : slave. Hence, in the phrenzy of many to ob the sentimentalism of the degraded Rosseau,
substituted for the glorious truths of the Bible!
dispel this illusion. “Prater” himself must ad-'
tain their desired freedom, the bold denial of
In such a state, the passions might conduct
mil the necessity both of new tunes and a vari-!
all revelation, and the secret wish that there!
where they pleaso—virtue would be mere
ety, or ho would not be so inconsistent as to re- j
were no God! But it will be well to enquire,
knight-errantry, and all happiness springing
commend Mr. Mucnscher’s excellent work to
what this infidelity is, which is so manly and
from security would flee away as having no
choirs,—a work containing a large variety of
which confers such true independence. * Does
tuucs and a great many new ones, from “mod it indeed give all that consistency and dignity home.
Infidelity throws obscurity over the doctrine
ern linkers?' among whom he must include the of character which it claims as its peculiar
of
the soul’s immortality; and in doing so,
tasteful professor himself. “Prater” cannot prerogative? If it be all that its advocates
must carry with it a most pernicious influence.
intend to have the choirs in our churches go to
toll us it is, then may we expect it to give to
the expense of purchasing this work for the the world, the most cnoblcd characters and Infidels, when it is to answer some purpose,
allow themselves to talk finely of an immor
mere purpose of singing from it such few old
most philanthropic men. In proportion to its
tal existence.. They cannot, however, consis
tunes os it contains, as “the full voice of the
influence over society may we look for joy
tently speak with any certainty of such a
congregation” can join in—tunes that probably
and peace and the rapid advances of the na
every choir has already learned—without re tions of the earth to true glory. Has it been state; for we know that the wisdom of ages
could not firmly establish tho truth, and they
garding 150 or 200 pages of tunes that our ISO?
must not borrow from that book which “brought
congregation never heard? Surely “Prater”
Infidelity where it admits the existence of God,
life and’ immortality to light,” at which book
w'ould allow, us to sing the now tunes, or he
i strips him of all moral attributes, and in con
they professedly scoff: whence then, are they
would not advise us to procure tho “Church
sequence, makes every idea of accountability
so much wiser than those who were their su
Choir,” whose pages the editor declares have
absurd: the doctrine of the soul’s immortality
been “enriched” by original contributions.
periors in every thing but coarse ribaldry and
if it does not deny, it covers with obscurity
In what I have now said, I have considered the and renders inefficient; the end of man's exis the obstinate exclusion of truth? To the mas
subject as related only to the devout Christian tence it makes an cn.gma—in a word, it is ter spirits of Greece and Rome—
The glorious instinct of a deathless soul
worshipper—though it is well known that a doubt spreading confusion over every thing.
Confusedly conscious of her dignity,
large majority of almost every congregation is It would crush in man every glorious aspira
Suggested truths they could not understand;,
composed of those who are not devout; and tion and surround him vith a more than Egyp
and they nobly strove to scatter every doubt.
it is generally admitted that to such the servi tian darkness. It has nothing to give,but is in
I hey left the peculiar glory and boast to infi
ces of the sanctuary should be made attractive, mad hasto to seize every thing. It subverts
dels of our day at their supposed ability to
that they may be brought within the sound of morals—tramples on all that is noble and selfobscure a truth 60 clothed with brightness as
the preached word, which would otherwise be I denying in action, and is at war with every
this.. Modern infidels would surround us with

o
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a moral midnight, and then heroically prate of throw blackness over every hope enjoyed by College, Granville College, and Oberlin Colle
the independence and dignity of man. Desi any drooping fellow man, what name can I giate Institute.
The discussions were amicable and the opin
rous as they seem to be to scatter the fire give it but that of a cruel—a hateful system?
brands of vice over society, they arc content You have but to promote a general belief in its ions of the Convention expressed with great
to use the sneers of contempt in the place of ar principles, in order to make the world one unanimity.
Amongst the subjects discussed at considera
guments; as if these would change truths firm field of blood. It distils a full cup of misery
ble
length, I remember that of “the connection
for
every
man
and
then
laughs
at
the
anguish
as the eternal rocks.
between
public and private schools,” on which
it
produces.
It is the effort of infidelity to eradicate all
the
principal
speakers (among whom were Dr.
Docs
all
this
appear
mere
assertion,
easier
those tender and influential associations of in
fancy which would lead us up the pathway of made than proved? I dare affirm that every Going, Pres’t. McGuffy, Prof. Stevens, and
immortality. In this, let us rejoice, they must item I have written can be fully sustained by others,) took the position that the reciprocal
ever remain unsuccessful; for, says Coleridge, reference to facts. I seize upon that know influence of public and private schools is upon
“the great fundamental truths and doctrines of ledge with which every one is familiar, and at the whole beneficial, and that while the public
religion, the existence and attributes of God once refer to the awful tragedy of the Freuch must provide for general Education, private
and the life after death, arc in Christian coun Revolution and ask the most ardent lover of in schools should not be discouraged and cannot
tries taught so early,under such circumstances dependence with infidelity, whether he would be dispensed with. You are aware that in
and in such close and vital association with willingly risk such a result that he might ob these days of discovery, some one has found
out, that a system of universal Education would
whatever makes or marks reality for our in tain his phantom of excellence?
And is it possible, that unbelief is the wretch be injurious, inasmuch as it would break down
fant minds, that the words ever after represent
sensations, feelings, vital assurances, sense of ed, comfortless mass of absurdities which is all characteristic peculiariarities and wear
reality—rather than thoughts or any distinct offered us in exchange for that which gives its away our ideosyncracies until we should be
conception. Associated,/ had almost said iden disciples a song of triumph, at that moment come a mass of educated mind moving along on
tified, with the parental voice, look, touch, when infidelity is obliged to leave its victims to a dead level without life or animation.
This idea met with no favor at the hands of
with the living warmth and pressure of the the goadings of remorse? What is there in
the
lecturers, who demonstrated that the most
mother, on whose lap the child is first made to the pure and lovely religion of the Bible that
kneel, and the motion of whose eyes its eyes multitudes should treat it as if its principles perfectly uniform system of Education possible,
follow and imitate—(yea, what the blue sky is were antagonist to all that is peaceful and hap would have no such effect.
Of the reports presented to the Convention,
to the mother, the mother’s upraised eyes and py? Whence that strange zeal to oppose Him
brow arc to the child, the type and symbol of who is styled the Resurrection snd the Life? I remember one read by the Rev. Dr. Hoge,
an invisible heaven!) from within and from Am I to give up that which is sound in philoso-. chairman of the Committee on Colleges.—
without these great first truths, these good and phy rich in comfort, and all glorious in the Among the facts it contained were the follow
gracious tidings, these holy and humanizing bright hopes it inspires, for the vauntir.gs of ing, (I quote from memory.) There have been
eighteen or twenty Universities and Colleges
spells, in the preconformity to which our very infidelity?—
chartered in the State of Ohio. The number
humanity may be said to consist, arc so in
“Could you persuade me the next life would fail
of
students in the regular college classes does
Our ardent wishes, how should I pour out
fused, that it were but a tame and inadequate
not
vary much from 500. The whole number
My
bleeding
heart
in
anguish,
new
as
deep!
expression to say we all take them for granted/’
Ohl with what thoughts thy hope, and my despair.
connected with the ten or twelve of these insti
Infidels would make every truth connected with
Abhor’d annihilation! blasts the soul,
tutions now in operation, preparatory de
a future state useless. Fond of tho dark, and
And wide extends the bounds of human wo.”
partments included, does not exceed 1000.—
in alarm at any approach of tho light, they
•
Vigil.
These institutions are unfavorably located for
arc anxious to take refuge in an unending night
supplying the wants of the people, being chief
and to write on the tomb—“death, an eternal
CONVENTION OF TEACHERS.
ly confined to two or three districts of the
sleep!”—Seeing the joy afforded to those who
Mr. Editor:—
State, &c.
‘beyond the swelling floods,’ can look upon
Dear Sir,—I had the pleasure of attend
The report was ordered to be printed and I
fields of unfading loveliness, they arc zealous
ing tho recent sessions of the Convention of doubt not will be found a valuable document.
to make us believe all this to be a mere delu
Teachers, and other friends of Education, held
As I understand a somewhat full account of
sion and are in cruel haste to draw’ around us
in Columbus, and suppose a passing notice of it the proceedings of the Convention will be short
the curtains of despair.
may be acceptable.
ly published in the Columbus papers, I refer
Diffuse these infidel doubts—for doctrines
The meeting was one of very considerable your readers to that source for further informa
we must not term them—-through a communi interest, and I doubt not will have a beneficial
tion.
ty, and what a mildew would you instantly effect, at least upon the teachers themselves,
The Convention adjourned at noon, on Satur
spread over all that is tender and consoling in for this I consider as one of the very best
day, with the understanding that it should meet
sympathy, and all that is noble and generous results of such associations. That teachers
again sometime in next December.
II.
inaction! For think! what an amazing dif from the different parts of the State should
ference there is betwixt the belief that in a meet and compare modes of teaching, and plans
■ Calmness and purity of God's Word.—In
few days I shall pass away to be known no of discipline, for three or four days, and then passing from worldly studies to the study of
more for ever! and that of the full and blessed separate without new light and fresh resolu that book, we seem to pass from a scene of
assurance that tho active principle of thought tions to diligence in their profession, I cannot blood and guilt to the happy isles of which the
and desire within me, shall go on increasing in believe. And how can young men who are i poet dreamed; from the heat, and noise, and
turmoils of a crowded street, to the unbroken
intelligence and glory through interminable but commencing the duties of a teacher better calm of the lake or the valley; from the dark,
ages. Oh! no, never need we expect the vague spend their Christmas holydays than by lis murky,clogged, and sickening atmosphere of
and alternating belief of the infidel, concern tening to the able discussions of important a vast capital, to drink in the sweet and health
ing an immortal state, to lead to the same dis questions connected with Education by the most ful gale that breathes from the mountain’s
brehst, or expatiate on tho liquid ether that
interested benevolence of action as will the talented and learned of the presidents and pro
plays on its brow.—Hugh James Rose.
firm conviction of the Christian.
fessors of our colleges?
I have known a father’s affections alienated
Let infidelity point us to its trophies of mag
The Convention was organized on Thursday,
nanimity—its buildings of charity—its monu the 26th of Dec., by electing Gov. Shannon as from a child, because that child became the
child of God; as if he was unwilling his child
ments of mercy—its self-denying philanthro President, the Rev. Dr. Going, of Granville, should have a heavenly father to betake him
pists, and we will grant that it has been harshly and Mr. Slocomb, of Marietta, Vice Presidents; self to, in the anguish of being bereaved of his
judged. But when I see it at war with all that Mr. Stevenson, of Kenyon College, and Mr. earthly parent.
gives comfort in the hour of distress—anima Taylor, of Worthington, Secretaries.
A sinner cannot be converted at too great an
tion in the time of righteous conflict, and all
I noticed amongst the members of the Conven expense.
that has been found useful to man;—yea, when tion, those who were connected with the followRepentance docs not repair the evils already
I see its gloomy approach to tho dying bed to , ing institutions:—Ohio University, Kenyon done.
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or. Justification, are cut of place, unless the work
by taking no thought of that divine fabric of nerve
be
intended for a body of divinity.
If all that
and sinew, ano bone and muscle, on which *•
i mental energies ore so dependent; so is he ot lit' e space had been saved for some edifying and truly
TUB PVLF1T,
*"» THU F B B •».
isdom. however, zealous of good things, wh°»
spiritual and heart-feeding discourse in connection
GAMBIER, SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1840. I advance the abiding aitereata of BPiritoa,/e?f"^ with the concluding topics—the Saviour’s interres_
.-instead of taking strict care of tne whole frame
work of the Church, in it* sacraments,its ministry. sion—justifying faith—tne necessity of good works
Impobta.icb or inculcatino the msTixcTiv,
g M(tled prh c.^ orpttWic worshipt J
v —the book might have been rendered much morn
raixciPLKS or the Cuvrch.—H hat can we pos-1 thinff con(jucjte ,0 decency and order, would lay useful to the “mass of plain readers, ’ “for whom
aibly have to say upon this subject? Do not the' Open 8UCi, interests to tho multiform tastes, the chiefly (according to the author) it has been writ
papiata continually preach and write about it,— i tickle expedients, and die infinitely diversified lanten.” In general wc should say that in the treat
and i* it not a topic very congenial to a cold state c‘es ol
“\Y bat God hath joined torcl ,er’
......
ar .•
, «
..
. .
! let not man put asunder.” Be has joined logeta- ment of the subject, there is too much philosophi
of the religious affections?-!. not the tendency ■
and
wilb the iuward and zing—t0O much of the air of the schools, as dis
of saying much from the pulpit or the press about apirituai> throughout nil the parts and interests of tinct from tho savor and unction of a genuine reli
the distinctive principles of the Church, to lead ( religion. That union most be carefully preserved,
gious and scriptural treatment, a fault into which
men to rest in a dry and lifeless extenialism? We j To escape formality by laying aside or neglecting
we think the controversialists of his school, as well
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' of all formality—a formality without decency and as of its opposite, are peculiarly prone to fall. Wc
and the spmt in which R is raid. Ixt any who have . or{k(. nn(, eopn wkho„ ,ife Tbe wisc minister
do not much value theological books for “the
grown nervous upon all matters connected with will employ the outward things ef the Church, as
mass of plain readers” so destitute of the baptism
iht Church, see if there beany thing in the fol-, the vine dresser uses the trellis for the training and
of the Spirit. Heartily do we join indeed with
lowing paragraphs which is unsuited to the times, fastening of his vines; not because he mistakes the
„
, ,
,, trellis for the grapes, tbe training for the fruit, but the talented and acute author in the wish that doc
and which if universally regarded among us, would ,
ge whho(it
a,J(1 (whling> ,)0 cx.
trinal religion were more read and loved and stu
be unlikely to promote a sound and healthful spir peels nngoodiruii: at the same time that he will
died by alL classes of Christians than it is; but we
show, by all his worts, and efforts, and spirit,
itual growth.
that his great and only object is to bring forth, in see little utility in their reading doctrinal discus
There is a proneness to be too much content every heart, the precioss and abiding fruits of ho sions uuless they be well sanctified in all their pa
ed with effects, and bestow too little care on abid liness and love, to the glory of God, and the salva
ges with the prevailing spirit of a tender piety.—
ing consequences: to be too well satisfied when tion of men.
Not that we mean to say that in Dr. Junkin’s book
the seed of the word has germinated, and too neg
Will any for a moment suppose that it is the ob
ligent ofits permanent growth and vigor. Bence
there is not piety; but that it would have been very
the sometimes disproportionate bestowment of ef ject of the writer from whom we quote, to substi greatly improved for usefulness among those for
fort upon the awakening of the careless, to the tute a lifeless cxtcrnalism for the vitality and pow
greot neglect of the furtherance of growth in grace er of the Gospel? We deprecate and most earn whom it was designed, had he dollied the dry
bones of a didactic argument with much more of
in the true people of God. Too often the spirit
estly call upon our brethren to guard their Hocks
ual husbandman, after great labor in planting n
the living body of truth as it is in Jesus, truth in
vineyard, has omitted to fence it, and prune and against every tendency to such a result. But we the heart and soul and life.
gather out the stones thereof,and huijd watch-tow believe there is also such a thing as breaking down
As to style, we think he has studied plainness to
ers therein, and so when he “looked. that it the wall and talcing away the hedge of the Lord's
a fault, and run conciseness sometimes into obscur
should bring forth grapes, it brought forth wild vineyard.
grapes.”
rity, (as he fears he may have done,) faults howovNow there is one way appointed of God for the A Treatise ox Justification: By George. Jun- er, so very uncommon in these days, that by their
kin, I). I)., President of Lajaycllc College.
securing of the fruits of the ministry, without
singularity, they are almost virtues.
Easton, Pa. J. Whethatn. pp. 311.
which they cannot remain. I mean the careful
Much of the work is occupied with the defenceand scrupulous keeping up, in connexion with them
The author of the work above named, is well
of the doctrine of limited atonement, in which weand all around them, the ordinances, the regular
known in the Presbyterian Church, and out of it,
fixtures of the nitiblt Church. This is plainly
cannot in the least concur. In other points, wo
as
n very zealous, persevering, nnd as far as we
taught in the Scriptures. The fruits of religion
should differ perhaps; but on the whole, as the
are compared to those of a vineyard in n very fruit may judge, consistent, advocate of what is called,
ful hill, surrounded with a hedge, nnd wall, and in the tecknics of the present distribution of par work is written certainly with much talent and
thought, and so far as we haveseen in no faulty
having a watch-tower within; nnd the inevitable
ties, old school presbyterianiem. Having voluntarily
consequence of the breaking down of the wall or
spirit of controversy, so must it be allowed to
the taking away of the hedge is that the vineyard come under the vows of his ordination to hold and possess much merit, as a sound exposition of the
is laid waste, and trodden down, and covered with set forth the doctrines of that Church, as contain
briers ami thorns. Now in that wall, nnd hedge, ed in the Confession of Fail h, and understanding doctrine of justification in many of its chief point*
and tower, are plainly represented the protection them as that Church certainly did hold them in her and with reference to many of the main objections
afforded to the lender fruits of tlie word by the
raised against that vital feature of the gospel. F.
outward institutions of the Church. They can no primitive days, he stands among the foremost
Catalogue of the Officers and Student*,
more be dispensed with, or treated as of little im to confess them in that sense, and to fight the
portance, than the wall of the vineyard, or the fight of that faith against all setters forth of AND OF THE AlPMNI OF THE GENERAL TllBOLOhedge of the harvest. Desolation is as 6tire to erroneous or strange doctrines contrary to the
lical Seminary.—1839-40.—We rejoice to see
como at last upon that body of Christians, ntnong
same. \* c have no desire to put in a word as to the Annual Catalogue cf our General Seminary
whom the external things of the Church are care
lessly seen to, and lightly valued, ns the harvest the merits of the controversy which hos so unhap exhibiting evidences of its continued prosperity
will fail, svher* the fence of the field is neglected. pily rent I he Presbyterian Church of these United and usefulness. However deeply wc may feel the
Be is a poor husbandman, who spends so much States. Nor have we any but a deep sense of the importance ofDiocesan Institutions—especially at
time upon the tilling oi the ground, that his en evil to the general cause #f religion, ami therefore
the West, where it is so important that oar young
closures arc forgotten; or who thinks that be
cause the fence is not the grain, therefore it may to the vital interests of the whole Christian Church, er clergy should be men of the soil, or al least ed
take care of itself. So would that be a very de arising out of such a schism as now prevails ucated in the habits nnd privations of the West,
fective ministry, and would prove at last, should it among our brethron of that,na:ne. But as, in our we should be chargeable with exceeding narrow
be generally prevalent, a ruinous ministry to all humblo opinion, the doctrines of the Presbyterian
ness of views, if we did not perceive, and acknow
abiding fruits of righteousness, which for the sake
of more attention to inward and spiritual religion, Church are more truly’ represented among those ledge on every proper occasion,\the importance of
should despise or neglect the careful maintenance with whom Dr. Junkiu is connected, much as we a Central Theological Seminary for the whole
in their right claim of reverence and obedience, of differ from several ot thoic doctrines, we cannot Church. Such an Institution we have in New
those outward things of Church ordinances and but feel a sympathy with him as a consistent advo
York, and we bless God that among the most de
order, which arc just as necessary to the abiding of
cate
of
views
which
so
long
as
he
is
a
minister
of
voted and successful of the clergy now in the
spiritual religion in the world, as the human body
is necessary to the abiding of tbe human soul. the Presbyterian Church, he feels bound, by his or field, so many are living epistles of the wisdom,
True, those outward things arc not religion. dination-vows, to maintain.,
learning, and pious zeal of those to whom the
True also, this body is not my soul; but ns the
Bis book covers a great deal of ground; too Church has committed the solemn trusts of train
•oul sympathizes in all neglects of its body, so
much, wo think, for tho demands of the subject; ing her sons in that her chief Seminary.—Ons
does religion sympathize in all neglects of tbe sev
eral parts of the visible Church, which is its body; too much fora sufficient enlargement of the princi hundred and seventy three of the Alumni of that
and as that man must be accounted very far from pal topics. I hirty-six pages on the moral govern Institution, out of one hundred and eighty six, still
wise, who thinks to promote the vigor of hisroind ment of God, at the commencement of a treatise j survive, and most of them are engaged in.active
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duty._ The number of students nt present con-! guise the expression of our hearty concurrence in were, a President, six Professors, and two Tutors.
nected with the Institution, is seventy-five of whom ' the opinion of the respected Principal, that though Among these, were the Rev. C. J. Good, A. M.,
23 are of the Senior class. 29 of the Middle, and all this cannot subdue the will or convert the now Professorin Washington College, Hartford,
6oul to God, yet that in connexion with the prayer Rev. W. .V. Pendleton, A. M., since, Professor in
23 of the Junior.
offaitb, it will, in many instances lead the minds Newark College, Delaware, and now Principal of
Vermont Episcopal Institute.—This impor of the pupils to a saving knowledge of the truth.— the Episcopal High School of Virginia; Rev. C.tant nursery of the Episcopal Church in \ ermont When will the time come that all our Episcopal S. llenry, D. D., now Professor in the University
is about to be transferred by Bishop Hopkins to institutions, from tlie primary school to the uni of New York; Rev. Joseph Packard, A. M., now
his Diocese— he relinquishing all future connexion versity, will learn the admirable wisdom and adapt Professorin the Theological Seminary of Virgin
with it except that of Episcopal supervision. It ation of the course of Christian tuition provided by ia; Rev. f. ft'. French, since Rector of Christ
was founded ly the enterprise and zeal of the the Church—and be dissuaded from attempting to Church, Portland, Maine; Adrian R. Terry, M.
Bishop ar.d has shared largely in his active per substitute for it a bald and comparatively unmean D., since an eminent physician in Detriot; R.
sonal labors. Its estimated value,—considerably ing and uninlluential course of religious instruction Rose, A. M.; and A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal
less than its cost,—is $35,009. Of this sum and service? We honor the candid and consistent of the institution above noticed.
Of our own
$15,000, (itclnding €5,COO contributed in Eng- Episcopacy of the course pursued in St. James’ connexion with* Bristol- College, from its com
land) have already been pledged by the Diocese, , Hall. While it is conducted in the 6pirit of a fer mencement, it would be gratuitous to 6peak
leaving $17,000 to be raised to complete the vent love for the souls of the pupils, ana enforced here. Our humble services there, have their
purchase. The overture made by the Bishop at1 by a radiant Christian example on the part of the richest reward in the high promise of usefulness of
•the last Convention, in regard to the transfer, was teachers—all the teachers—-the richest spiritual so many who aro now preparing lor service, either
favorably received, and as the result of their ac-I blessings may be expected to follow. We com in tho ministry, or the lay professions. Nor was
don, the Institute will probably soon become the 1 mend it, and all other similar institutions, to the it our design in this passing notico, to challenge
•property of the Church in that Diocese, and thus confidence and prayers of the Church.
for our respected colleagues, the gratitude of the
the foundation of a permanent Episcopal school, • It affords us the most unleigned satisfaction to Church. The sound learning and worth of those
including a Preparatory and a Theological depart see any part of the ample buildings of Bristol gentlemen are too well known, and their present
ment, will be laid for the future service of the College re-opened and re-consecrated to the uses | positions of duty testify too unequivocally to the
Church in that important section of our country. of sound Christian learning in the Episcopal Church estimate in which their past services were held, to
. ----------------------n
I —and we rejoice the more that this has been done render this in any wise necessary.
St. James IIall—Statement of the Plan by a member of the late faculty of that institution.
In regard to all zealous and faithful labors in the
or Education and other arrangements of St.
In connexion with the above remarks upon St. j cause of Christian learning, it is enough that the
Jakes’ Hall, near Bristol, Bucks Co. Pa.,— James’ Hall, we cannot forbear to record our con
time will come when even narrow minded and pre
with a Catalogue.—This promising Episcopal in viction that when the Church suffered Bristol
judiced good men, will learn to distinguish be
stitution occupies one of the edifices lately occu College, for the want of a few thousand dollars, to
tween institutions thoroughly sound and wise in
pied by Bristol College, and is under the charge be closed, she lost to her service one of hor most j
organization and regime, yet failing in permanency
of Alexander F. Doiiu, A. M., formerly a Tu useful and most important nurseries. The impor-,
for want of adequate endowment;—and those
tor in that College. To the competency of Mr. ; tant service which that institution was beginning
whose failure is referable to alack ofthe essential
Dobb, we have great pleasure in bearing the full to render to the Church, will in part appear from
elements of stability.
est testimony: as well as to the soundness of the the fact that of the present catalogue of students
principles on which his institution is based. Sev of the General Seminary, fourteen, (nearly one
Spirit of Missions for January, 1840.—This
eral ^experienced and’ well qualified instructors” fifth of the wholo number) were formerly students number of our general Missionary periodical con
are associated with him in the duties of the School. of Bristol College. Some of tlreni graduated there, tains a communication of uncommon interest from
There arc at present about forty pupils connec and others, since its suspension, have graduated at the Rev. II. Gregory, late chaplain at Fort Leaven
ted with the institution, at an annual charge of other colleges. Besido these, three are already worth, on the American Indians within the Indian
§200.
in the Episcopal ministry, and several are mem Territory. Wc shall take occasion in a future
The course of studies is liberal, and we rejoice bers of the Theological Seminary of Virginia,— number of our paper to make such of our readers
to see that great prominence is given to religious while others are yet in their undergraduate course as may not have access to the Spirit of Missions,
instruction. On four mornings of the week, viz: in various colleges of the country. A large num acquainted with the results of Mr. Gregory’s ob
from Monday to Thursday inclusive, each class ber, with the sincerest attachment to the Church, servations among the Indian Tribes—and his views
is required to prepare a chapter of Scripture for and with earnest piety, have already entered, or in regard to Christian missions among them.
examination. On Friday morning, the four chap are now preparing to enter, other profession?.—
The January number contains also a commuaiters are reviewed. Saturday morningB are devo Most sure ore we that many of the latter class will tion from our Missionaries in Crete, reporting a
ted to the Catechism, the xxxix Articles, the Col be found of kindred spirit with those who arc pre highly promising state ofthe Mission.
lect for the next day, and other parts of the Prayer paring for the ministry, in all that relates to the
The following is the statement ofthe two TreaBook. On Saturday evening, portions of the reg purest and best interests of the Church and their surers:
Domestic.
Foreign.
ular Evening Service are used preparatory to the fellow men.
Maine
$48
50
$22 74
We have before us in connexion w ith the Cata
Sabbath. On Sundays, the regular Church ser
Massachusetts,
00
25
164 06
vice is held in chapel with sermons. One hour be logue of St. James’ IIall, the zlnnual Catalogue of
16 00
Rhode Island,
15 00
fore each service, all the students constitute a Sun Bristol College, for 1835-6. We shall be par Connecticut,
26 00
8 50
day School,—when the lessons and psalms for the doned for dwelling with affectionate recollection up New York.
118 50
20 00
day are studied. On Monday morning, at morn on the corps of noble young men at that time mem Western N. York 1
11 50'
7 00
ing prayers, an examination of all the classes is bers of the under graduate classes. During a pe New-Jersey,
20 25
Pennsylvania,
20 25
held on the sermons of the preceding day.
riod of many years’ experience in the duties of in Maryland,
50 01)
200 00
On the Festivnls and Fasts of the Church, an ex struction, and of somewhat extensive observation Virginia,
20 00
planation of their nature and design is given at of the course of instruction and government in South Carolina,
315 00
1355 64
92 51
92 51
morning prayers,—the exercises of the school other institutions, we do not remember to have Georgia,
Ohio,
25 00
are suspended on those days and appropriate ser seen a>christian family of one hundred and fifty-six

vices held in chapel.—Now if all this were ex
pected to educate boys into religion, apart from
a devout reliance upon the grace of the Iloly Spirit
—if the teaching wore not, as we are persuaded
it is, faithfully evangelical and Scriptural, we
should despair of the blessed results contempla
ted—viz: the conversion of the pupils to God, and
their training up in his service. We will not dis

youth, exhibiting more that is in the highest sense
lovely and of good report—or to have witnessed
more of generous and noble promise. At that time
the students of the four College classes number
ed ninety-one viz, Senior class 8; Junior 19; So
phomore 19; Freshman 45.—The two Preparatory
departments consisted of sixty-five,—in all one
hundred and fifty-six. Tho Faculty at thattime

Total, $725 16
$1860 70
We desire to call special attention to the fact
that the Treasurer of the Domestic Committee has
received during the month ending December 15th,
only $725 16, while his payments for the same
period, have amounted to $2318 61. Let it be
remembered also, that the deficiency for the first
halffnow expired) ofthe current missionary year,
is $7207 46.
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mournful tale, that “man cometh up, and is about six weeks before her depature, she was
cut down like a flower; he fleeth as it were a | able to anticipate they bole progress and fatal
shadow, and never continueth in one stay.” termination of her disorder, which she exearth’s changes.
H.nnoh with
will, all
dl her
Hannah,
her vivacity,
vivacity which four- plained to a confidential servant, with a com
U r * * * • I- • H . aiCOURNKT.
score
years
of
pain
conld
not repress, had this posure and acquiescence m the Divine will,
As wares the grass upon the field to-day,
truly admirable, and which never for a mo
Which soon the wastingscjtheshall sweepaway, solemn truth ever prominent in her mind;
ment
forsook her; adding at the same time,
yet
she
augured
right,
that
she
should
survive
As smiles the flowret in the morning dew,
Which eve's chill blast upon the winds may strew, her beloved sisters. “You always look with that not an hour of any day passed, in which
pleasure at these grounds,” said she to the she did not inwardly send up that supplication
Thus, in brief glory boast the sons of clay,
writer of tkese remarks, as he was one day J of the Litany, “In the hour of death, and in
Thus bloom awhile, then wither and decay.
walking with her among the laurels which the day of judgment, good Lord, deliver
Dust tends to dust—with ashes, ashes blend,
she
had planted; “ I with pain, for I expect me.”
., ., .
r
,
The senseless turf conceals the buried friend:
one
day
to
be
left
alone
in
them.
”
I
It
was
a
considerable
i
une
alter
the
wound
A few may sigh, upon the grave’s dark brink,
We have penned these hasty reminiscences broke out in her leg, and began to wear a
A few salt tears, the broken soil may drink,
with a view to introduce the account given by threatening appearance, before she permitted
A few sad hearts in lonely sorrow bleed,
And pay that tribute which they soon must need.
Hannah More’s biographer, (or rather by his a groan or any strong expression of suffering
much esteemed sister, the late Miss Roberts,) to escape her; and when at length they were
I saw the infant, in its robe of white,
of
the last days of Sarah More; which will extorted by agony, she seemed to reproach
Its doating mother’s ever-dear delight;
he
read
with the greater interest and edifica-: herself for them, as implying a departure h orn
It clapp’d its hands when tones of mirth went by,
tion
in
connection
with some previous knowl- . that submission and acquiescence for which
And nature’s gladness glisten’d in its eye:
edge of her character. Her patience and | she daily and earnestly prayed. At one time,
Again I came! An empty crib was there,
meek resignation under intense pain, and her when she was sitting in the parlor under very
A little coffin and a funeral prayer.
deep-toned spirituality and ardent breathings sharp suffering, one ot her sisters exclaimed,
9 saw the ruddy boy of vigor bold,
after heaven, proved that the grace of God I “Poor Sally, you are in dreadful pain.” She
"Who fear’d not summer’s heat nor winter’s cold,
can
mould every human soul into one like- answered, “lam, indeed, but it is all well. ’
With dexterous heel he skimm'd the frozen pool,
ness—the likeness of Christ. From the lips of She still, for some time longer continued
His laugh rang loudest ’mid bis mates at school:
w___1 sought
o him,
__ _________
Martha whose fragile frame and long contin- to enjoy the society of her friends, who were
Again
but hia name_______
was found
On the low stone that marks yon ohurchyard mound, ucd sufferings seemed to keep her thoughts often deceived, by the playfulness of her
constantly wi(hin a short stage of her jour- conversation, and the placidity of her manner,
Oh! boasted joys of Earth I how swift ye fly,
ney’s end, we might perhaps have expected into the belief that the sad accounts which had
Rent from the hand, or hidden from the eye:
to hear such words of faith, hope and char- been given of her situation were the exaggeraSo, through the web the weaver's shuttle glides,
ty—and, we pad almost said, of spiritual re- tions ot affectionate alarm. While still so well
So speeds the vessel o’er the billowy tides,
fincment
—as characterized not only her last as to be able in some degree to pursue her usuSo cleaves the bird the liquid fields of light,
hours, but nuny years, in which she “died al sedentary employments, she gave a striking
And leaves no furrow of its trackless flight.
daily;” but die death-bed of her sister proof how entirely she was withdrawing her
But we, frail beings, shrinking from the storm,
might seem less likely to present such a fer- mind from the things of this world, by refusing
We love these skies that gathering clouds deform, vent, yet chastened scene, as that portrayed to have her chair placed near the how winThough wounded oft, as oft renew our toil,
in the following description, from which we dow, from whence she could enjoy the sight
To rear a fabric on thie sand swept soil,
will
not longer detain our readers.
of those plants and flowers which it had been
And still we strive, forgetful of the grave,
In the spring of 1817, by the death of Mrs. her constant amusement and delight to cultiTo fix ouranchor outlie tossing wave.
i Sarah More, flie eldest of the then surviving vate, but from which she now turned with
Yet He, who marks us in our vain career,
sisters, the faaiily was again stricken. A an expression of the completest indifference,
Oft shows how frail is what we hold most dear.
companion was taken from them whose lively
At length it became impossible for her any*
Spreads o er some raco Belov d the deathful {{loom, sallies of original wit had often made sorrow longer to support a sitting position; and just
Or hides a parent in the lonely tomb;
smile, and forget itself. But it was the lot of before she was assisted up stairs for the last
Arrests the thoughtless, bids the worldling feci,
this intelligent, virtuous, and entertaining per time she threw a look all around her, evi
Wounds to admonish, and afflicts to heal.
son, to linger long in an extremity of suffering dently taking a mental farewell of the scene
Look to that world where every pain shall cease,
rarely surpassed. Her vivacity combatted long to which she had been so long accustomed,
Grief turn to joy, and labor end in peace.
with her pains, but her victory over them was with an expression which, though she uttered
Olil seek that world, by penitence and prayer,
, the reward of her patient hope in her Re- no word, was full of solemn meaning. The
Sow the seed here, and reap the fruitage there,
deemer, her disclaimer of all self-righteous extremity and constancy’ of her sufferings at
Where shadowy joys no longer cheat the soul,
grounds of consolation, anti her humble trust length deprived her of the power of attending
But one unclouded year, in changeless light shall rol I.
I in the purchased pardon of her God. Her bed to a course of reading which had hitherto
' of death was the scene of awful edification— been her chief delight and solace. To supDEATH-BED OF MRS. SARAH MORE.
the voice of ecstasy mingling with the erv of ply in some measure this loss, her sisters used
In the family arrangements of Barley Wood, anguish—the flesh dissolving in pain, and the to repeat from time to time, a few detached
Mrs. Sarah More was head gardener—or spirit departing in peace. She had, indeed, an texts, in which she would constantly join
rather head operative gardener; for Hannah, earthly stay in Hannah, who let none of the with the greatest fervor. During the last two
we think, was most skilled in the refinements supports or pledges of Scripture testimony be years of her life more especially, she had
*if landscape gardening, though all of them wauling to her dying sister, while hers was the been so diligent and constant a reader of the
MISOELL AN3OUS.

upon asking some of the villagers how they
came there, being told that the ladies who
formerly lived at the Green used to plant
them to adorn the neighborhood. Our very
last recollection of Mrs. “Sally,” was being
taken by her to inspect the green-house, then
in all its—and Acr—pride; for she was a
most ardent practical botanist. When we
next saw it; some years afterwards, she and
Martha had followed the two eldest sisters—
most estimable women, though less known to
current visitors—to a brighter world; and
Hannah, the sole survivor, was cofined to
her room; and the empty green-house shorn
of its honors, like poor Gowpe/s, told the

witness and partaker of her joy, who was
constantly in her chamber during sickness,
The following is her account: ’
The last hours of our dear friend, Mrs.
Sarah More, afforded so wonderful amanifestation of the mercy and faithfulness of God,
and of the efficacy of the Holy Spirit’s operation, that I have felt it a solemn duty to set
down as many of the particulars (too many
have escaped) as I can recollect; both for my
own edification, and for the consolation of
those lriends who arc more peculiarly inter
ested in this display of the power and goodness
of the Lord.
I rom a very slight indication which appeared

prayer, in which, even when unable to speak,
slie joined with deep fervor.
One day when she had lain some time in
............
v 9Mllv
an
almost
insensible state, a friend tried her
with a few texts of Script ure; she suddenly
burst forth, “Can any th
thing be finer than
that? it quite makes one’s face shine*” To
- the
- -latter part of her illness, she asked
wards
one day to have a little girl in whom she was
interested brought to her. She could only
deliver herself in short sentences, but her
words were, “God bless thee, my dear child;
love God, serve God; love to pray to God
more than to do any other thing.” One night
she complained of too much light, adding
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that “the smallest light was enough to die earthly object, she was still enabled to give was not extinguished. It burned out. Yes,
by.” Mrs. H. More asked her “it she had an evidence of the heavenly frame of her it is in youth that we overcome the wicked
comfort in her mind.” “Yes,” she replied, mind; a friend repeating to her, that heart- one, or are overcome by him. John speaks
“I have no uncomfort at all.” She was then sustaining assurance, “the blood of Christ of some young men who had gotten the vic
asked if she knew some friend that was in the cleanseth from all sin,” she pronounced, with tory : he says, ” I write unto you, young
room? “Oh! yes,” she answered, “I know a devout motion of her hands and eyes, men, because ye have overcome’ the wicked
every hotly and remember every thing.”— “cleanseth,” and a moment after, “Blessed one.
I wish all young men could be addres“Ah, poor dear soul,” said one ot her attend Jesus!” and these were the last of her words sed as having done this. Come, engage in
It. iis scarcely neces this warfare—come, contend for this victory.
u ibe collected.
it
j
t
ants, “she remembers her sufferings too! — that could
“No,” she answered in a tone ot the most sary to repeat, after such a relation, that her If you carry this post, the whole field shall
affecting resignation, “I do not think ot them.” whole conduct during her conflict with this be yours—if you gain this hour, the entire
When she was supposed to be very near her last enemy, was one uniform and uninterrupt day shall be yours. And by and by you
last hour, on her medical attendant wishing ed display, (when she was in possession of, shall present that morally sublime spectacle
her a good morning, she raised her hands in her faculties,) of those fruits of the Spirit, to the eye of earth and heaven, which that
a holy transport, exclaiming, “Oh, lor the enumerated by the Apostle, “ Love, peace, illustrious soldier, Paul* once presented, a
glorious morning of the resurrection! but meekness, long-suffering, faith; and it only man standing • on the line betwixt time and
there are some gray clouds between!” She remains for us to pray that our latter end , eternity, looking back on his conflict and for
then blessed him with all his family, and ex may be like hers.”
ward to his crown, and saying, “I have
horted him to love God, and to take care of
fought a good fight—I have finished my
his soul. “Oh,” she exclaimed, “if this
course; 1 have kept the faith; henceforth there
OBSCURITY OF PROPHECY.
should be the blessed hour of my deliverance,
is laid up for me a crown of righteousness,
Length of time, by the changes which it1
may I die the death of the righteous, and
which the Lord, the righteous judge, willmakes in the customs and manners of man
may my last thoughts be thoughts of faithful
give me at that day.”
ness!” The following day she awoke sud kind, on which the figures of speech depend,
Alas! how many young men have to advarious other means, brings an obscu
denly out of a tranquil sleep, crying out in anil by
- ,
_
__ * AW"T opt a different language, and, when it is too
writings. Among
’
rapture, “Blessing, and honor, and glory, and rity on the most perspicuous
f . none •hath
7. „suffered
«> | : late to
recover . their lost advantages,
to. sav,
all
the
books
now
extant,
,
.
.,
•.
power, be unto the Lamb. Hallelujah!” An
r
•
•
-i
„.as
a
dying
youth
once
said,
“
Ihe
battle
is
• °
’
other morning, when she was imagined to be more from this cause, m its original perspic- 1 fought,
and the victory is lost forever.”
in the very act of dying, recovering herself a uity, than the Bible; nor hath any part of
little, she murmured out, “When shall 1 come the Bible suffered equally with the prophetic
THE CHURCH CHOIR.
books, in particular passages ? but, notwith
to these things—grace—mercy—peace!”—
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publisher,
standing the great and confessed obscurity of
She then asked for a little cold water, and
Columbus, lias this day published
The Church Choir; a collection of Sacred Music; Com
turning her head towards a nurse who was particular parts of the prophecies^ those
prising a great variety of Psalm and llymn Tunes, An
attending her, “Do you know who it was that which immediately concern the Christian thems
and Ckants, arranged for tlie Orgun or Piano-Forte
church
are
for
the
most
part,
so
far
at
least
as
said, a cup of cold water given in my name?”
and adapted more particularly to the Worship of tlie
they
are
already
accomplished,
abundantly
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States. By
Again, in the intervals between her wan
Joseph Muekschkh, Professor of Biblical Literature in
dering and the extremity of pain, she ex perspicuous, or incumbered with no other the Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal
’s rules
of exposi r Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts. Part 1: Con.
.
ii.claimed incessantly, “Oh, the blood of Christ! difficulty than the Apostle
tion
will
remove
nor
t.OCS
tlie
obscurity
OI tains the Rudiments of Vocal Music, Psalm and IJymn
lie died for me. God was man! May his
11
‘
Tunes, Jpc. fyc. Part 2: Contains Anthems, Sentences,
blood be shed on me!” “Lord let the light of other parts at all lessen the certainty of ! Chants, fire. fire. Bound both in One and Two Volthe
evidence
which
these
afford.
The
obscu

’ uines.
of thy countenance shine upon me.” “When
the preparation of this collection of Sacred Music,
shall I appear before God!” And then half rity, therefore, of the prophecies, great as it { it In
has been the aim of the editor to furnish Churches
bewildered again, she cried out earnestly to is in certain parts, is not such, upon the ' with as great a variety of 'Punes, composed in different
her sister, “Patty, do love the blessed God! whole, as should discourage the Christian styles, adapted to the various occasions of public worship, as the limits of the work would permit. The colLord, shield me with the wings of thy love.” laic from the study of them, nor such as will \; lection
it is believed, will be found sufficiently copious
excuse
him
under
the
neglect
of
it.
Let
After a little interval, she said to Mrs. II.
for all the ordinary purposes of public and social wor
him
remember
that
it
is
not
mine,
but
the
ship. The Anthems and Set Pieces have been selected,
More, “ I hope I have had all my stripes;
will be seen on inspection, with special reference to
Lord! I am ready, finish the work!” On apostle’s admonition, who would not enjoin as
the Festivals and Fusts of the Episcopal Church- In
awaking in the afternoon, she again poured an useless or impracticable task, “to give stead of a figured bass, the music has all been carefully
forth this ejaculation, “Lord, look down up heed to the prophetic word.”—Bishop arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, from the con
viction that many performers on those instruments have
on me with the light of thy salvation; let thy Horscly.
not had the opportunity to perfect themselves sufficient
Holy Spirit shine upon me. Look, O Lord!
ly in the science of music, to play the harmony with fa
YOUTH.
I cility, even of plain psalmody, from figures.
upon thy afflicted servant.” Somebody pres
It will be seert thatihe pages of the work are enrich
ent saying to her, “The Lord will release you
Youth is the period of greatest interest, ed with a variety of original compositions, prepared ex
and take you out of your pain,” she seemed because it is the period of decision. It is the j pressly for this collection, and also with pieces from va
rious English authors, not usually to be met with in thia
to fear, lest she had betrayed some impatience, decisive season. What life is to immortal country.
anil immediately answered, “Ay, in his own ity, youth is to life. Life decides for imor- December, 1839.
good time.” She then broke out into the tality, and youth decides for life, not invari
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY:
Gloria Patri, and added, “Lord, look down ably, but so very generally, as that the ex
^OUR Discourses preached before the University of
upon a poor penitent, humble, contrite sin ceptions prove the rule.
Cambridge, in November, 1811; also a University
ner.”
In the whole term of human life, there is .Sermon,
containing the Churchman’s Confession, or an
Nearly three days now passed, cither in but one flood tide. It commences its flow Appeal to the Liturgy; By the Rev. Charles Simeon,
strong delirium, or total’stupor, at the end of early. It reaches its height in youth. Haj>- M. A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Second
American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.
which time she became more composed, and, py they by whom it is taken, and the bark of Published and for sale- by
as at every other time, uttered no sentence in the soul borne by it to a haven of safety.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
December, 1839.
w hich supplication or praise was not mingled. But if not taken, all after that is ebb.
Her chief cry, on this day, was for pardon
That must be the most dangerous period
HENGSTENBERG’S C1IRISTOLOGY.
and sanctification, and she charged her sisters of life, which is the most fatal. There must
HRISTOLOGY of the Old Testament, and a Com
to strive for the gift of the Holy Spirit. Her be great risk, where there is such ruin. If
mentary on the Predictions of the Messiah by the
wanderings were frequent, but whether sensi here the wreck is suffered, here the rock must
Prophets* By G. W. Hesgstenbehg. Translated from
ble or incoherent, calm or agitated, still the lie. And is it not here that men strike and the German, by Reuel Keith, D. D., Professor in the
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Virginia.
names of her God and her Saviour were con split ? Does not all experience agree in this ? This valuable work has just been completed in 3 vols
stantly on her tongue.
Youth is peculiarly the period of conflict. 8vo. and may be had in complete sets at the publisher’s
Her sister asked her if she knew hen she Life is correctly said to be a warfare. But lowest price at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
answered, “I know nobody but Christ.” In the fiercest onset and the severest conflict is in
Columbus, December 7.
the evening of her last day but one, though youth; and then in most cases, the victory
LATIN SYNONYMES.
scarcely able to articulate, she murmured out is won or lost forever. Then, if ever, the
DICTIONARY
of I-atin Synonymcs for the use
to those who stood round her. “Talk of the spirit lords it over the flesh, and reason is
of Schools and Private Students, with a Complete
cross—the precious cross—the King of love.” triumphant over the passions. Afterwards Index. By Lewis Ramshokn. From the German, By
On the morning of her blessed and quiet re there may seem to be a victor}’ of conscience Francis Sieher. 1 vol. Price 1 50.
the Bookstore of
lease from an earthly existence, though no and virtue, but the phenomenon arises rather Just received and for sale atISAAC
N. WHITING,
longer able to swallow food, or discern anv from the exhaustion of passion. The fire Columbus, December 7.
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•I. What is this Sunday called?
2. What is Ute uesigu of the Church
to Epiphany ’
3. W hat ia the design of the Church
after Epiphany ?
4. What is chiefly set foitli in the

T1IE TENTH

uaubikb,

onio.

from Christmas
Several packet stops have arrived at New York during .
EDITED BY REV. CHAUNCEY COLTON, D. D.,
.
the past week, bringing London aud Paris papers to the
Professor of Pastoral Divinity and Sacred Rhetoric in theThcofi^icai
in the Sundays Jgt
December. *
Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio.
Tjie money market! of London and P.uis remain
Gospels during dui, WJlh bjt jiUk alteration. Colton is lower in
“CHRIST ANO THE CHURCH—TRUTH AND LOVB."
Epiphany?
Havre.
5. To what are we excited in the Epistles?
6. Where do you find ihe Psalms for this day?
7. Where is the first Lenon for the Morning Service? t_______________________ ____
8. How (io v. 1, 2, serve as a proper introduction to , jnfonu|n,r j,jln that her Majesty's Government intends
The preaching of the glorious darnel cf the Son of God unto all
- 31
, ...
-II ,k„ „„-i. (,♦ Hip Chin,
emmre
people by a duly constituted and acered ited ministry, and theadiain.
to
blockade
all
the
po.ls
o
Die
Llum
se
empire.
torition of the sacrament. according to Christ’. oreinance, in all
9. Are the words Law and Judgment of like meaning?
1 he same paper says—' 1 tie mercantile advices re- ;huse thing, that of necessity are requisite to the same, will continue
v. 4.
ceived from the United States, have inspired confidence to be maintained with moderation and Christian candor. Thepnquu
10. Arc the same intended by my j»e«p!e and the peo ui long the merchants
-„i,-ntcintprpBlpf1
Ainarpin
the variety
of means
employed
for
inU rested in
m tho
the Am.
r.can trade
trade. Ration ot the
the gogpd|ounder
every all
creaturf>
and diilbsing
every
where thfe
ple? v. 4.
I HP orders for goods ftft‘ ninnericilliy great, but they are , juButncc and sway of pure Christian morals,—Christian Education,
11. He says that he will make bis law (or judgment, not for large quantities.”
I tr»»m the family circle and the Sunday School, to the University,—
or Evangelical doctrine,) to rest tor a light; what does
A
inundation took nlacp in the Thain-S. Narratives, illustrative of Christian virtue and truth,—Essay. in the
A prooig.ous inundation toes place in ine i names, Tark^ ^artmento of Christian Litemturc.-Uterary NotSce* and
that
imply
?
v.
4
10 a ' .l /•'- ,-i
a r,
and overflowed many placee, towns and Villages on its extended Reviews,and Dissertations on the constitution and ministry
12. Are the Gentiles encouraged in v. 4,o, to expect; bankg
„f (he Church-oAguulSennons-condeiiscc accounts of such impor.
a share in the blessings here promised?
i
There are different accounts touching Mehemit Aii. ! taut events of a religions and secular nature, domestic and foreign, as
11 W hat is here meant by righteousness?
„ *
1 herc are dltttfre., »cco"“ls louemng nienemit nn. iJ)ay bp
to
inteIli;;ent chri<,ian read, r-will coutm.
, a II
*• • . ,n ,
JL f .1 |I10 Maart»Ai»hv nf Cne account states that he will give up (be I urklsh fleet, ue to occupy the attention <>f the Editor and his correspondents and
14. Does v. b intend to set forth the perpetuity ol >R<| resV conUnle<1 with the hereditary sovreignty of find pUceii the ootumn. of thi. paper.
these blessings promised to tho Church?
F-vivt nnd » nnrt «f Svria
Another affirms that he
At the commencement of another volume, with very moderate ex.
- tlxe re I Egypt and B part w »yna. And\neI_ .
J
j"
pectation of any other reward than the usefulness of his labers-the
15. Why should not the people of-God- fear
Will
but
give up the possession ol the fleet and Cantu a. t-xlitor earnestly and affectionately invites the co-operation of i.i>
proach and reviliiigs of men? v. 7, 8.
The Sultan
lias granted a-•
charterWW to his Ii brethren
thureh in sustaining
and enriching the co....of Turkey
•
— Athroughout
f. .— —the
.J * —. —— ■■■ »T • / »•
• IIf < ,1 .1 ’I'.. I- —
16. With what does God contrast the perpetuity of his ..l-jed. whkh
i, Cetins . 5„-.,
in En^pe. |
salvation? v. 6, 8.
A melancholy piotore is presented of the dreadful •
«iii?yto th^r l
The 1 piscot>al
17. What country is meant by Rahab, and who by the sufferings of the unemployed at Nottingham, resulting | Laity of the West and of the whole Church,labors.
he trusts will also find
Dragon? v. 9.
fto:n “the monetary derangements ot England and the columns of the t.bservrr and Journal most
mus studious of their edi
fication—the building up of their faith in the order ar.d spirituality
18. What deliverance is alluded to in ▼. 10?
America.”
of the Gospel
19. In verses 9, 10, do the righteous exultingly lift up

The Editor wilt endeavor each week to remember that the Religious

their voices, and from God's wondrous works that are
Press, in the hands of the Ministry, is a consecrated talent for which
he, in common with all who are connected with it, will have to give
past, assure themselves, v. 11, of the glorious accom
APPRENTICE WANTED.
account
when be shall have finished his course and the ministry which
plishment of these promises?
N active and industrious lad, from 14 to 16 years he has received of the Ixird Jesus, to testify the Gospel of the grace
20. Does not v. 11, look further than to their return
of
God.
of age, of good English education and correct
to Babylon?
moral habits, will be taken as an apprentice to the printThe
 Editor trusts he shall be excused for inserting the following
21. Is God now represented v. 12—16, as replying
ing
business,
if application be made immediately.
commendatory paragraphs, since, with perhaps one exception, they
to lus people, aud assuring them that their salvation was
were obligingly differed to him, with a view more extensively and fully
T.
R.
RAYMOND.
uotonlv certain, but nigh at hand?
to accredit Ins labors in connexion with tiie paper, an t to extend ita
Gambier, Jan. 11, 1840.
circulation.
22. Why is it that we give way to unreasonable fears?
[From the Bishop of Onio.]
v. 12. See v. IX
LIST OF LETTERS
I value very highly the importance of the Gambier Oliserverand
23. How do such fears dishonor God? r. 13.
EMAINING in the Post Office at Gambier from Western Church Journal as a useftil auxiliary in all our efforts to pro
24. Does the prophet now turn to Jerusalem to com
mote the Gospel and the institutions of the Church in the West. It
September 30, to December 31, 1839.
is Ibe only Episcopal ,M-rio<lical this side of the mountains, it is re
fort heron the joyful prospect of her deliverance? v. 17 Phillip Brown
James D Porter
commended by the Bishops of all the Western Dioceses, and cn.
—23.
N W Putnam
A B Buttles
deared to hundreds of families as their long tried weekly visiter and
their very useful instructor. E'ree from a controversial spirit; mildly
Win. Ronden 2
Joel BartleU
but faithfully declaring the Gospel; showing forth Ibe peculiar insti
S B O U L A R.
Solomon Benedicts
Jane Smith
tutions and features of our Church, as becomcth a paper which never
u i-. ■ 1
■
.....................
-i.
.
.
' —
i. . . _
Vincent Smith
George Crouse
bides the profession of Episcopacy while it tries always lobe ('hriatian; the vehicle by which the news of the Church; the tidings of
Wm
Speer
John
Cochran
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
her missions; the exhortations of her nastots; Ibe enactments of her
O F Stewart
Ezariah Davis
councils; the consolations of the Gocpel are carried into so tnanv fam
ABSTRACT OF THE RETORT OF THE SECRETARY OF John Foster
Mnrvin Tracy
ilies, scattered over all the vast West, and often where it is the on!y
preadier of the Gospel the only representative ol Ihe Church; I IoTHE TREASURY.
S D Turney
1 Win Hartman
exceedingly
desirous that it should be vigorously sustained.
Dr Williams
Reeenue and Meantfor 1839.
Joana Hicks
The volume, recently commenced, exhibits increased attention to
1 Saii'uel SeaweH
Ann or Sarah Woodland
whatever is calculaied to make the |npcr attractive and interesting.
An unproved quality of Iiaiier, a more convenient and agreeable form,
| Daniel Mor<»an
O Welsliyiner
a larger proportion of original matter, conspire to increase the intetpurposes, wan §2,466,946.
A B Norton
Wm Yeo
cst and enlarge the number of subscribers.
The receipts from customs, the first three quarters, as F Page
[From Bishop Kbnper.]
appearing by the Register's books, are $16,328,393.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
I shall be happy to promote the circulation of the Observer and
This includes two millions and threc-fourlhs, collect
Journal wherever my influence extends. AU the clergy, I believe,
I who are associated with me in this mission, esteem it very highly,
P ROSPECTUS
ed last year in Treasury notes, but not carried on his
and have recommended it to the attention and patronage of those to
hooks till 1839.
•or
whom they enjoy the privilege of preaching the riches of redeeming
Receipts from lands-the first three quar
love.
T1H3B ©©LLlE©aAIT
Confiding in your seal, talents and churchmanship, I wish you God
ters, including also some collected last
i speed in vour arduous undertaking, and trust your mild and excellent
year in Treasury notes
$5,417,286
[Wj>er will be widely circulated in my mission.
Miscellaneous receipts
125,208
Kenyon Literary Magazine.
[From the Bishop of Tennessee.]
Estimated receipts for the fourth quar
With the general character and spirit of the Gambier Observer
ter from all sources
.
5,700,000
and
Western
Church
Journal, 1 have been much pleased. As a
Conducted by the rtiilomathcsian Society of Kenyon College.
weekly paper for family reading, I esteem it highly valuable. As a
Receipts on some of the debts pgainst
l«oer
and
representing
the local interests of tire Church m
hanks not available on 1st Jan. 1839,
T is proposed by the Philomathksiak Society of Ken-} the Wcst7
>t, I shall b? gratified to see it widely circulated.
- hut since paid
J ,322,680
yon College, to publish a monthly periodical with
[From the Bishop of Michigan.]
From the third issue ofl'reasurv notes,
1 the above title. Not placing too much confidence in our
I unite most cheerfully with my brethren, in recommending to the
under the act of March 2, 1839
3,857,276 ! own abilities, we have obtained, ns contributors, gentle- icmbers of the Church the Gambier Observer and Western Church
1 men of superior talent and larger attainments. This— Journal now under your care. It has always been one of the most
A ggregate Means
437,317,512 .dded I. wh.l
,n the .rdo, of a ,
SSXSVKjiX’
Expenditures for 1839.
youthful literary enthusiasm, with such selections as an I lee for its future course. In addition to this, 1 have entire confidence
Civil, foreign, miscellaneous, military
* -extensive field of foreign and domestic periodical Litera- I y”Vr
a,Ml 1
therefore most cordially add my testimony to
and naval, forths three first quarters;
U
-09
667
XBte
’
"
nd
and estimated tor fourth quarter
$24
24,007 i nre presume to hope, will render the Collegia!* worthy I Church in uiy Dioc»e.
Redemption of Treasury notes tor the
of patronage and porusal.
, £From the Rev. S. H. Johnson, Diocesan Correspondent for the Obwhole year.
10,891,759
At a time when the arts and sciences are in a state of I
,cn<’r ai,<l Jour"al for ,he Diocese of Indiana.]
rapid improvement: who,, all classes of society are beAggregate payments
35,661,427
coining interested in (he diffusion of knowledge, and the | blc in the clergy of our state. Its lmxterate and uiicontroveraial tone
Available balance in the Treasury on
. !>** general information, it* soundness in tho
influence of genius and talent upon society at large is I ,1?’.? i,lf-yinK-_c“!’-t™tl'
the 31st December, 1839
$1,556,394 greater than at any form-.-r period; it is believed that a faith, nave nude it worthy of all praise.
Exporti and importsfor Commercial year if 1840.
[Fn-m
the
Kev
Messrs.
Bhooxf. and Johns, Rectors of Christ s
Literary Magazine, combining variety and abundance

A

R

1

872.3o3 more than those oflcS,

* ’
.

fbc imports during Ibe same vear were about £157,609,560, being the very large excess of $43,892,156 over
those during the previous year. “This," continues the
Report, “may be a solunon of a portion of the pressure
in the money market.” “The difference between the
imports and eaports being $39,250, 556 in favor of the
foimcr, is larger than in any year,except three, since 1789, aud is much larger than any difference in the valua
tion of the same articles with the profits in the foreign
trade added.
“It must, therefore, except so far as reduced by an
annual quantity of goods consigned here from abroad,
and yet in store unsold, be a very decisive evidence of
an increased indebtedness by this country to other na
tions and except so far as thia new indebtedness may
consist of stocks unsold, and the proceeds returned litre

*h° ta‘gC
,nlerpsl *n ^“tern Literature, and the proIFTeM
aAwsmA of
gress or
of voiinor
young mpn
men trmnintr
training tin
up fnr
for fhn
the fnlnro
future service
their country.
The Collroian will he edited by-a Committee of the
Phflomatticsian Society. Each number will contain fiflv
pages of choice original and selected literary and scien
tific reading matter, printed on paper of superior quality,
with beautiful type oi the small pica and brevier sizes.
The annual subscription is tliree dollars cnly; to be
paid invariably in advance, or on the delivery of the
first number, which it ia proposed to publish early in
the ensuing spring.
The work will be mailed regularly and directed to any
Post Oifice in the United States to which it may be or
dered. All letters to be addressed to the “Editors of the
Collegian, Gambier, Ohio.”
(iamhitr, December, 1839,

Church and St. FauVs Church, Cincinnati.]We hive great pleasure in recommending the Gambier Observer
and We* torn Church Journal to the lavorahlo consideration of the
meraber* of our respective congregations. We believe it will render
essential rid to the Church in the West, and particularly to the Dioccse of Oh io. Western intellixencc, talents and piety will lie tribu
tary to its c oiuiinu and consecrated to the great cause which the periodiol adr« ates.
r
[Frou the Rev. B. F. AvnEi.OTT, D. D„ President of Woodward
t oilcgc, Cincinnati.]
1 cordially concur in the foregoing recommendation of t-rethren
Brooke aud Johns, because I have no doubt but that the Gbscrvrr
anJournal will, in it* appropriate sphere, utistain the great cause of
go*|*l truth and piety.

TT/Z.'f.Y—The Gambier Observer a.xn Western Cpvsch Jour
u published on the following terms: Two Dollars, in advance, or
Two Dollars Kitty Cent*, In »'x months, or Three ltoilars, at thu
close of the year. These conditions, a* essential to the support of
the establishment, will in all cates hcrealter be strictly adhered to.
Sutvwriptivns in advance are due on the delivery of the first num
oer-dmt if paid within four week*, will be received a* in advance.
nal
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